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It is important to consider, albeit occasionally, issues, words or concepts commonly utilised in medicine. Dignig, is
a word or, probably more correctly a concept that one now only occasionally encounters. Death with digniW is used
in justification of eutha.nasia, while some argumenls may claim that cloning is an a{liont to human dignity. Dignitv
is also regularly referred to in aspirational, philosophical or legal texts. (SA Fan Prao 200,7;45(6):34-36)

An excellent South African example is the Bill of Rights in
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. The
introduction reads:

"This Bill of Rights is the cornerstone of democracy in
South Africa. It enshrines the rights of all the people in our
country and affrrms the democratic values of human dignity,
equality and freedom"...

While one could reflect on many of the issues here, few
however could argue the potential importance of the Bill of
Rights and the significance given to human dignity by those
who drafted it. The importance of dignity is further
emphasised as the Bill of Rights later goes on:

"Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their
dignity respected and protected"...

Dignity is also regularly encountered in documents related
to medicine, particularly codes of practice and mission
statements. The Patients' Rights Charter, a summary of the
Bill of Rights, formulated by the Department of Health, from
the Department's perspective, also addresses dignity as
follows:

"Everyone has the right of access to health care services
that include (amongst other things) a positive disposition
displayed by health care workers that demonstrates courtesy,
human dignity, patience, empathy and tolerance"...

Few would dispute the importance of these documents,
and based on them the concept ofdignity appears to assume
great importance. Intuitively, respecting a person's dignity
is appealing and this intuition is supported by these important
documents. I have little doubt that any doctor goes to work in
the moming with the intent to treat anyone with anything but
dignity. Most, if not all, of us would be honified to think that
we had treated a patient with indignity. For the sake of the
argument, let us assume that patients are entitled to be treated
with dignity.

The problem is what does dignity mean? Does it require

definition? Of course it requires definition, or at least an
attempt at conceptual clarification. If we as doctors are
expected to treat patients with dignity, then we must surely
understand the concept? Otherwise how do we treat patients
with dignity, or indeed refrain from infringing a patient's
dignity? Unfortunately dignity, despite being an intuitively
attractive concept, is a nebulous concept and notoriously
difficult to define. Although we think we know what it means,
it seems to elude strict definition.

The word "dignity" is derived etymologically from the
Latin word dignus, meaning worthy. The Oxford English
Dictionary b definition is " dignity (n) true worth, excellence ".

Unfortunately, neither of these contributes much to one's
understanding ofthe word or concept.

It is perhaps easier to get a feel for the concept by appealing
to examples. Attempts have been made to explain the concept
of dignity in a narrative formulation based on empirical
evaluation of groups of individuals' understanding of the word
dignity. If you were interviewed and asked what was meant
by dignity, what would your answer be?

Anyone who has been in a degrading situation knows
exactly what dignity is: it is what was lacking when it was
most needed. Shotton and Seedhouse feel that when we are
in situations where we feel foolish, incompetent, inadequate
or unusually vulnerable, we lack dignity. This may occur in
two types of situations, either in circumstances ill-fitted to
our competencies or in circumstances where we are normally
capable, but fail to achieve what we routinely achieve.
Although acknowledging that loss of dignity probably reflects
a continuum, they suggest four broad categories of loss of
dignity. Where dignity is maintained, where it is lost in a trivial
way and easily regained, serious loss that requires substantial
effort to restore dignity and devastating loss of dignity where
it is impossible to regain dignity without help. The reader is
encouraged to think ofrelevant examples ofeach scenario.
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